For this part of the project, your group is to refine your feature list from part 3 into an initial set of user stories for your application.

**Instructions.** Use your feature list as a guide to help you define your user stories. Each user story should consist of a unique title (i.e., a name that uniquely identifies the story) and a brief description. The description should concisely describe the user feature as well as (when not obvious from the feature) the type of user the feature is for and the reason for the feature. Your stories must fit on one side of a standard 3x5 card. You are **highly** encouraged to collect your stories on 3x5 cards. This is a great way to get a feel for how long a user story should be. Your user stories must be consistently worded. To help phrase your user stores, you should consider using the following pattern when writing your stories:

> As a (role) I can (feature) so that (reason).

where you fill in the role (type of user), feature, and reason. Use your feature list only as a guide, i.e., not every feature you identified may be suitable as a user story (e.g., some may be too technical, too detailed, no longer relevant, or redundant with other stories). Your user stories may not map directly to a feature on your feature list as well, e.g., some stories may abstract detailed features or you may find that you need additional stories for features not on your original feature list. As with your feature list, you will not be expected to implement every user story you come up with here—the goal is to gather as many stories as you can and then refine these in later assignments.

Create a document that contains all of your user stories. If you use 3x5 cards, you can simply photocopy your cards onto paper, or type them up into a separate document. If you use 3x5 cards, **be sure to hold on to the cards after you turn in this assignment**, since you will be using these again in your project.

Turn in a hard-copy of your user stories together with a cover page. Your cover page should include: the name of your group; each group members name; the date, time, and duration of each team meeting; the contributions made by each group member; any challenges that arose; and any open issues related to your user stories.